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December 2019, FROM THE TOWER …. K.J. QUINN
Hello METCA. Show season is in full swing and the division is in notch 8. After prepping in September, we
jumped right into a retirement party for 3 dedicated officers of the division. On October 12th we held a party
for Director Rem Hunnewell, Director Larry Laskowski and Secretary Bob Amling. The luncheon was held at
Cipriani Dolce in Grand Central Terminal. although not leaving the TCA, they are just retiring from their active
officer positions. The three of these dedicated individuals have a combined 111 years of membership in TCA
and 27 combined years of service as METCA officers. We thank them for their dedicated service.

Following this we jumped right into York. METCA had 3 tables in the Orange Hall at York. The Division did
very well. We sold over 100 cars. Thanks go out to Pete, Andy, Stu, Doug and Renee for working the tables.
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On November 2nd we had our train show with our partners from New York Society of Engineers. The Friday
night set up went very well and relatively quick on account we had a very good turnout of members who
helped sling tables around. To the members from both organizations thank you for your help in setting up
and breaking down the show. The show had 100 tables with all sorts of cool trains on them. If you were
looking for cheap stuff this was the show. Prices were relatively inexpensive with plenty of haggling going on.
if you priced it right, our customers were buying and plenty of cases, boxes and bags of trains were going out
the door There were 2 operating layouts. The kids and Joe Zimmerman set up their modular layout as well as
Craig Kasmin setting up his Retro Railroad. Very cool and thanks for setting up and entertaining the crowd.
Speaking of crowd, the parking lot was jammed as we had a steady flow of 200 attendees including vendors
attend the show. On a personal note I am very proud of the members of NYSME & METCA for their dedication
and making this show so successful for us and the members of this great hobby.

Don’t forget 2021 is METCA’s 60th anniversary and as I mentioned in my last column it is going to be the year
of METCA. I have only one submission for a new 60th logo so far. Let’s get our creative juices flowing and get
those submissions sent in to me. Also, if anybody wants to help with the committee please contact me. 2021
is going to be a glorious year for us. By the time you read this we should be well past the Thanksgiving
Greenberg show, which we will have tables at, so I just want to take this opportunity to wish all our friends
and family a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Also please keep checking into our website www.metca.org and our Facebook page for updated information
about division activities.
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Chasing Big Boy No. 4014 on “The Great Race Across The
Southwest” Through Southern Texas
Ricky Sepe
Vice President, Somerset County New Jersey 4-H Trainmasters

Back in 2013 when I heard that Union Pacific Big Boy No. 4014 was being restored to operating condition,
I could not have been happier. Little did I know that 6 years later, I would have the opportunity to see it up close and
in person. On May 9, 2019, shortly after the restoration had been completed, I was supposed to be editing my essay
in my English class. Instead, I angled myself properly so my teacher couldn't see me watching the ceremony with
No. 4014 and No. 844 on my computer. I watched in awe as the monster dominated the landscape. It towered over
the people. So big, in fact, that it made No. 844 look like a toy. They deserve their name, too. When No. 4000 was
being built, an unknown ALCO worker wrote “Big Boy” on the smokebox of the locomotive. The 4000 class would
then be known as the Big Boys. Throughout the coming months, I watched videos of 4014 roaming across the
country, hoping I would get a turn to see 4014 in person. When UP released the schedule for “The Great Race
Across The Southwest”, I asked my parents if I could go see it. After proposing a plan, they agreed. I left for
Houston on November 6 and stayed until November 8. I got to Houston late on the 6th, and the 4014 adventure
started the next morning.
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Before I describe the trip, let’s do a brief recap of the specifications, history, and restoration process of Big
Boy No. 4014.

Big Boy No. 4014: Specifications and Facts
Horsepower: 7,000

Tractive power: 135,375 lbs

Weight: 1.25 Million lbs (L+T)

Drivers diameter: 68”

Length: 133 ft (L+T)

Height: 17 ft

Weight on drivers: 540,000 lbs

Water Capacity: 25,000 gal

Fuel type: No. 5 oil

Boiler pressure: 300 lbs

Top speed: 65 mph

Cost: $265,000 (1941)

Whistle: 3 Chime Hancock

Brake shoes: Cast iron

Firebox: 720 sq ft

History of No. 4014:
●

December 1941: 4014 was delivered to the Union Pacific from the American Locomotive Company
(ALCO).

●

December 1941- December 1961: 4014 operated in revenue service on the Union Pacific system.

●

December 1961: 4014 was officially retired.

●

January 1962-June 2013: 4014 was on display at the Railgiants Train Museum in Pomona, California.

●

June 2013: 4014 moved to Cheyenne, Wyoming for restoration.

●

August 2016: 4014’s restoration started under the direction of Ed Dickens, director of Heritage Fleet
Operations.

●

Early 2017: 4014 was totally disassembled, parts were on order, and drivers were at the Strasburg Rail
Road for repairs.

●

March 2018: 4014 started being put back together.

●

February 2019: 4014’s boiler passed the hydrostatic test.

●

May 1, 2019: 4014 moves under its own power for the first time in nearly 60 years.

●

May 2019- Present: 4014 runs excursion trains and whistle stop tours along the Union Pacific system.
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Day 1, November 7:
The first day, 4014 was on display at the
Amtrak station in Houston. We arrived promptly at
10, but traffic made us park at a nearby parking
garage. Big Boy No. 4014, SD70ACe No. 4141
(George Bush), ES44AC No. 2551, and the
Experience the Union Pacific Car were all on display.
I took great pictures of all of the engines and heritage
fleet. An added bonus was meeting the UP steam
crew and asking questions. Rain ended the visit early,

Railroad enthusiasts take pictures of UP 4141 in Houston.

so we explored the Houston area for the rest of the
day.
Day 2, November 8:
Day 2 started bright and early at 6:30
AM for breakfast. After checking out of the
hotel, we returned to the station to watch 4014
get ready for the day. Unfortunately, the
station was fenced off, but I reached a
solution. On the other side of the station was a
parking lot with a tall fence. We parked there,
and then used a picnic table and old railroad
ties to make a structure we could stand on,
enabling us to take great photos without
UP 2551 passes 4014 so the separate trains could become one.
having the fence in the way. Around 9:00 AM,
the heritage fleet hooked up with 4014 and
4141, completing the train. At approximately 10:00 AM, the train departed for Spring, Texas.
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Located 30 minutes from
Houston, Spring is a small town that has
probably never seen as many people as it
did on November 8. Thousands of people
crowded the tracks waiting for the beast to
arrive in the rain. After what seemed like
forever, the crossing gates came down,
and 4014 started to come into view.
Pictures do not do justice on how huge

4014 departs Navasota in a whirlwind of smoke surrounded by railfans

this machine is. 625 tons roamed down
the tracks. The engine was alive.
Breathing, steaming, and moving. The train stopped right in front of me, and 4141’s fuel tank was directly in front
of me. Rain did not stop me from getting more pictures and videos, as I knew this was a once and a lifetime
experience. So, I ran to the front of the train,
and took more pictures. It then started to
crawl a few more yards, until it stopped and
Ed Dickens and the crew got out to service
the engine and talk with the public. After 15
minutes of admiring the monster, it blew its
whistle 5 times, and then two short whistles
to signal it was moving to Navasota, which
was the next stop.

People of all ages take pictures and videos of 4014 as it rolls by in
Spring

Similarly, to Spring, Navasota is a
small, quaint town that has never seen more people than when 4014 came through. When I arrived in Navasota,
4014 had already arrived, and a crowd of people surrounded the tracks on both sides. Drones flew from above, and
people looked at the train from nearby buildings. When the train left Navasota, Ed put on a show. Steam from both
cylinders surrounding the train, and then 4014 slowly emerged from the steam like a boat piercing its way through
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fog in the middle of the night. It was truly spectacular. The train came right by me, and then headed off to College
Station, which was the last stop for the day.
Unfortunately, my trip ended in Navasota. I am very thankful that I had the amazing opportunity to see the
Big Boy alive in real life. Making it more special was sharing the experience with my father and grandfather. They
both know how much I love trains and we had a great time. My Dad introduced me to trains when I was a baby, and
it was nice to go on a train trip with him. For us out East, it is unlikely that No. 4014 will come near here.
Fortunately, there are options to see some steam giants. No. 4012 is preserved at Steamtown National Historic Site
in Scranton, Pennsylvania. Additionally, Chesapeake & Ohio Allegheny No. 1604 is at the B&O Railroad Museum
in Baltimore, Maryland. While these engines are not operational, they are still massive articulated engines that are
worth seeing.
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LONG ISLAND SOUNDS
Larry Laskowski

Winter 2019

Have you visited a LI Model Railroad club open house yet? The Christmas
season is the perfect time to do that. The club rooms may be decorated,
Holiday themed trains will be operating and there is a good chance that
Santa Claus will make an appearance. Come and visit! Check below for
dates and places. NLOE is also open Friday evenings Dec. 6th and Dec.13th 8-10PM
Nov. 16-17th
Nov.30-Dec.1st
Nov.30-Dec.1st
Dec 7-8th
Dec 8th
Dec 14-15th
Dec 14-15th
Dec 22nd

Central Operating Lines
Trainmasters of Babylon
St James Model RR Club
Nassau Lionel Operating Engrs.
Central Operating Lines
Trainmasters of Babylon
Nassau Lionel Operating Engrs.
Central Operating Lines

50A Carlough Rd Bohemia NY
120 Schmitt Blvd. Farmingdale NY
Rte. 25a and Mills Pond Rd St James NY
2953 Hempstead Tnpke. Levittown NY.
50A Carlough Rd Bohemia NY
120 Schmitt Blvd. Farmingdale NY
2953 Hempstead Tnpke. Levittown NY
50A Carlough Rd Bohemia NY

11AM-4PM
1-4PM
11AM-4PM
11AM-4PM
11AM-4PM
11AM-4PM
11AM-4PM
11AM-4PM

In our last column, I spoke about memories of Christmas layouts at
home. I hope it is inspirational to you to set up a toy train layout for
Christmas, maybe around the tree. You can do it for the children in
your household, even for yourself. Enjoy the trains.
There comes a time in any venture when the show has run its
course. And so it is for me at this time. So I want to say that I have
enjoyed being our Long Island spokesman for METCA over the
years. It has been a treat to keep all up to date at what is going on
at our Long Island clubs. I do hope that you have made some time
in your schedules to visit the clubs and see the wonderful layouts
and features the club members have created. December is a good
month to do so.
The Waybill could use someone to take up the reins as columnist
for the Long Island Sounds. If you think you might want to do this,
please contact the Waybill Editor Sam Deo and let him know you
are ready, willing, and able. I will send you the Word Doc.
Template for the column.
I would also mention that it would be great to see a METCA activity, maybe a train meet or exhibition or
a social to get our Long Island METCA folks together locally. If you think you would like to do that, and
have some METCA or TCA or even Model Railroader buddies willing to bring an event to reality, by all
means let us know. . It’s easy and it’s fun to do and would be a good accomplishment.
So once again, thanks for listening to me all these years. I am wishing all my readers well for the future.
May you have a very Merry Christmas with family and friends.
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METCA Honors Three Retiring BOD Members
By Doug Schembs
On Saturday, October 12th, the METCA Division held its first ever retirement party at Cipriani
Dolce Restaurant, overlooking the main concourse at Grand Central Station in NYC. We were
here to honor and thank Bob Amling, Rem Hunnewell and Larry Laskowski who are stepping
down as secretary and board members. These 3 dedicated individuals have a combined total of
27 years of service to our Division. They helped build METCA into the great Division that it is
today.
President Kevin, in honoring Larry Laskowski stated that, unfortunately, he was unable to
attend and “he joined METCA in 2009, served as a Director since 2012, and represented
METCA’s interests on Long Island. “ Larry served as METCA’s advertising chair for many years,
has written numerous articles for the “Waybill” including Long Island Sounds. He served as an
officer of COL and maintained relationships with NLOE and other clubs on Long Island while
continuing to promote TCA. In addition, he served on the 2015 TCA National Convention
Committee and assisted with various events and banquets.

Bob Amling is a 39-year member of TCA and is retiring as METCA Secretary. He met President
Kevin at a meet and greet at Nassau Hobbies in 2007 and the rest is history. He ran the very
first METCA show in the 5 boroughs, then ran 7 more shows between Brooklyn and Queens. In
2010 he became METCA’s Secretary. He helped with the By Laws, established E Bay and PayPal
accounts for the Division and was instrumental in expanding our E mail and “Waybill”
distribution electronically. In addition, he was on the 2015 TCA National Convention Committee
and administers METCA’s online store.
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Last, but not least , Kevin honored Rem Hunnewell, a 44-year TCA member and a METCA
member since 1975. Rem has been around long enough to have witnessed the highs and lows
of our Division and was instrumental in its rebirth. He served as Secretary and Director and
helped author our By Laws and invested considerable time in our membership database. He
became our Show Chairman when we returned to Garfield, ran the Trading Pits at the 2015 TCA
National Convention and was METCA’s first Man of the Year.

In closing, Kevin thanked the 3 honorees again for their time, talent, effort, sacrifice and
dedication in making METCA the premier Division that it is today. The 3 were presented with a
plaque and Certificate of Appreciation in recognition of their service. “This is not an end, but a
new beginning for the 3 of you and we look forward to your continued support of METCA.”
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Your 2020 METCA dues and Paper Waybill* subscription are due November
1, 2019. The database debits every member's account on that day.
Please make payment to: METCA
And send to:
METCA Secretary
321 Lamberts Mill Road
Westfield NJ 07090-4738

_$5.00 2020 METCA Dues
You may also prepay for 5 years and get a Sixth Year free
_
$25.00 Enclosed for 6 Years
_
$10.00 2020 Waybill *Paper Waybill is optional
You may also prepay for 5 years and get a Sixth Year free
_
$50.00 Enclosed for 6 Years
You may also pay online at www.metca.org

Douglas C. Schembs, Jr. METCA Secretary
secretary@metca.org or 908-208-8134 for questions
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A Lionel Wartime Christmas Train Outfit
What was in It?
Lawrence Laskowski TCA 91-33858
Imagine its 1941 and your mom and dad have bought for you, a Lionel Electric train outfit to run
under the Christmas tree. What would that set have been? An outfit from the colorful catalog
pages or one somewhat unusual and different from those catalogs.
In the heyday of Lionel Trains, most were sold in sets or outfits as Lionel called them, around
the Christmas holidays. Indeed, Lionel’s marketing cycle was to initially promote its planned
offerings in what was known as an “advance catalog” usually distributed to dealers and retailers
and sales folks at the Annual New York City Toy Fair usually held in February. Depending on
orders received, Lionel finalized its plans in the Spring and began producing the outfits and train
equipment through the Summer into early Fall. The outfits would be sent to those that ordered
and the official full color catalog was published.
You could get one by sending in your 10 cents to
Lionel or visiting the Lionel Showroom on East
26th street in New York City.
By 1940, War clouds were brewing around the
world and things began to change with Lionel’s
planning and strategy. Their manufacturing was
focusing more on the military with the production
of Instruments, ships compasses, telegraph and
communication equipment. There were full color
catalogs issued in 1940 ,1941 and 1942. There
was however no train production for the 1942
train season and the catalog for that year had fewer set offerings than the years prior. During
this period, set availability was augmented at times offering sets from a prior year with one or
more items substituted with available items in inventory. I acquired a catalogued set which was
attributed to 1942 offerings. It was not in the 1942 catalog but shown in the 1941 catalog. This
set has a box car substituted for the tank car included in the 1941 version Everything about the
set says 1942. The lithographed 027 cars have blackened trucks and electric couplers and the
1666E loco has a plastic 2466 style tender. Anything was possible in that late era as Lionel
worked to deplete existing inventory and still offer dealers a line of sets to sell at that time.
War Time restrictions permitted the
sale of existing inventory and the 1942
catalog displayed such offerings.
Interestingly, the shift towards war and
military equipment in these years
meant that there was a need to sell
unsold inventory to make room for
Military equipment operations. To
handle this part of the plan, Lionel
greatly expanded its availability of
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Uncatalogued outfits or sets which were made available through a wide variety of retail outlets.
They were referred to as “Specials”
In the O Gauge chat media and Forums, a contributor raised a question about the contents of a
set box that he had acquired for a Lionel outfit 7043WC. This set box was also factory stamped
“Special”. The question was ‘what did the set box contain?” According to Dave McEntarfer's
account in the book "Greenberg's Guide to Lionel Trains, 1901-1942 Vol. IV Prewar Sets" the
known special sets numbered in the 7000's were all produced in 1941-1942. The sets
numbered in the 8000 range are 1942 issue. Not much is known about these sets which usually
contained a mix of items produced between 1938 and 1941 and differed from catalog sets.
I had recently examined a set No. 8037
from this era. It was made for an
automobile parts chain Western Auto
Supply. In the set box was a very unusual
combination of items. It had a diecast 1684
new Scout like 2-4-2 steam locomotive, a
261T four wheeled tender from a decade
earlier, an 804 Shell 4 wheeled tank car,
an 831 green flat car with lumber load, an
809 dark green 4 wheeled dump car and a
Number 657 eight wheeled caboose in the
very late colors with rubber stamping rather
than plates. All the cars were equipped with latch couplers. It seemed to be an outfit made up
from whatever was handy for this 1942 offering. What is really interesting is that these fourwheeled cars were made so late in Lionel’s history. The tank car carried the Shell branding for
which Lionel had the license only in 1939-40.
So back to the question, “what was in that
number 7043WC box”? The set designation
7043WC suffix implies that the outfit had a
whistling tender and included a number 166
or 167 whistle controller. This set could
have had a compilation of items similar to
the 8037 set that I saw, perhaps maybe a bit
more deluxe, perhaps eight-wheeled cars,
perhaps including an operating car, since its
number’s last two digits 43 was greater than
that of the 8037 series set I saw, suggesting
a higher priced set per Lionel’s marketing
model. The Odd set number designation,
suggests it is a freight outfit. Passenger sets typically had Even set numbers.
I think at this time, Lionel was very busy with production of wartime material and instruments. So
perhaps the motivation behind these sets was to clear everything from inventory to make room
for the expanded wartime production. I guess we won’t know what was actually in the box until
someone comes across a complete set and then there is always the mystery of last-minute
substitutions. This is the stuff that makes train collecting fun.
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Metropolitan Division at the York show.
This past York show METCA had three tables in the Orange Hall. Our banner hung over three
orange table clothed tables full of METCA produced cars. The division did very well and sold
over 100 cars over the span of three days. This October we debuted a new three pack of box
cars. They took on a flavor that hails from our northern neighbors. The three boxcars debuted
wore the heralds of BC Rail, Canadian National and Canadian Pacific. Beautiful cars that were
a hit with our customers. There were only 100 of each made and we still have some left so get
them while you can. Also, on the table were cars that were debuted at the April York show
such as Union Carbide, Public Service as well as left over inventory from the mint car series.
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Even though the division takes tables to sell our products we are also there to have as much
fun as possible. The table becomes a meeting place. A place for friends and members to talk
and share good times. We get many visitors to the tables. Such as past National Presidents
Joe Fanara and Charlie Anyan, current National President Pete Atona, National VP Stu Rankin
and various divisional Presidents such as Russ Keil, Al Szirony , Chris Allen and of course
METCA’s very own President Kevin Quinn. So, when these guys get together Lord only knows
what is going to transpire. One this is for sure that is discussed is the organizations
politics…then fun and mayhem. As we said before the division did very well. The reason for
that is the hard work and long hours put in by the following:
Stu Rankin, Doug Schembs, Andy Hibell, Pete Fenzel, Renee Quinn, Kevin Quinn
This group set up and manned the tables for three days, hauled product from NJ to York and
back, stored the product until the next show and did the accounting / inventory on our
products. A lot of energy goes into this endeavor, that way our division and its members can
continue to have the METCA experience. We are always looking for more help with manning
the METCA table. if interested please let us know. Here are some pictures of the action at
the METCA table.
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2019 November 2nd METCA /NYSME train show.
November 2nd 2019 was our divisional train show with our partners New York Society of Model Engineers at St
Joe’s School in East Rutherford NJ. The day started out with a cool temperature of 38 degrees but as the sun
came up it turned out to be a beautiful day. The sun warmed up the auditorium and took the chill out. It was
just a gorgeous day that even the trains wanted to get out and enjoy it. They got into boxes, cases, bags and
even hid under customer arms just to get out and enjoy the sun. Trains were moving out of the show like
crazy. With 100 tables of all gauges and types of trains coupled steady flow of 200 attendees a lot of trains
found new homes. Somerset County 4H Trainmasters brought down a smaller version of their modular layout.
Craig Kasmin brought his Retro Railroad. The snack bar was open, free coffee was served and Andy Brusgard
had his worlds famous chili cooking. A big shout out to all who attended the show and made this old school
home grown show a success. Lets let the pictures of the show do the talking .

Special thanks to NYSME and METCA members who setup, worked and broke down the show:
Joe Adamkiewicz, Paul Anderson, Anthony Bonelli, Andy Brusgard Sr, Andrew Brusgard Jr, Jeff Burek, Tony
Calise, Michael Canova, Doug Chadwick, Evan DeVries, Andy Estep, Paul Harbord, Lamar Karow, Howard Lash,
Robert Lavezzi, Ralph Russo, Justin Sandner, Kevin Quinn, Stu Rankin, Doug Schembs, Pete Fenzel, Joe
Zimmerman, Renee Quinn, Sam Deo, Rem Hunnewell, Craig Kazmin, Scott Bargisen, Andy Hibell.
19
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“Project 4109”
Written by Michael W. Sullivan
October 06

, 2019

The year is 2019 and NJ Transit is celebrating its 40th anniversary. In recognition of the history and
employees of the prior railroads that make up NJ Transit’s passenger service the company launched a heritage
program by wrapping a handful of Multi-Level coaches with “heritage banners.” The banners paid tribute to the
Central Railroad of New Jersey, Conrail, Erie Lackawanna, New Jersey Department of Transportation, Pennsylvania
Railroad and the Pennsylvania-Reading Seashore Lines. The cars were released in mid-July and shortly after they
entered service there were rumors that there was more to come.
Come mid-September and the rumors of heritage locomotives turned into fact when three additional
pieces were added to the existing heritage program. The three locomotives selected were all currently out of
service for scheduled maintenance and were all in need of repaint and new decals. On September 18 th GP40PH-2
#4109 was delivered to the Hoboken Engine House for a full Central Railroad of New Jersey repaint while ALP45-DP
#4519 and ALP46A #4636 were kept at the Meadows
Maintenance Complex locomotive shops to receive wraps provided by Reidler Railroad Graphics for the Erie
Lackawanna and the Pennsylvania Railroad respectively.
The driving force behind the project was a handful of managers at NJ Transit who discussed the possibility
of furthering the heritage program. Raymond Kenny, SVP & GM of Rail Operations; Matt Reddell, VP & Asst. GM of
Rail Operations; Dave Abeles, General Supt of Stations; and Jeannie Kwon, SVP & Chief Administrative Officer. The
three schemes chosen were developed by Steve Friedland and detailed by Rich Wisneski, both of whom manage
Inter-carrier Agreements for NJ Transit Rail Operations, with assistance from Fred Mattison, Paul Tupaczewski, and
other local railroad history experts. A license agreement was executed with Conrail, the owner of the railroad
names and likenesses who then reviewed the conceptual drawings prior to production.
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Work on all three locomotives started as soon as they became available to shop forces. The two teams
working this project between Hoboken and the MMC were given just over just over two weeks to have all three
locomotives ready for Saturday, October 5th for the annual “MMC Family Day” event but like any other project in
history this one didn’t come without its challenges. The two ALPs being wrapped in the MMC were completed with
relative ease but the repainting team in Hoboken had their hands full with the 4109.
Over the next two weeks the engine would undergo a massive transformation at the hands of a small but
dedicated team of employees who would spend many long days and nights washing, degreasing, stripping paint
and sanding down to metal to a point where necessary body repairs, primer and ultimately brand-new Royal Blue
paint could be applied. The goal: Restore the 51-year old locomotive as close to it’s as-delivered appearance as
possible according to the original paint diagrams provided by EMD.
Despite the challenges that were ahead work on the 4109 started almost as soon as it arrived in Hoboken
on the afternoon of Wednesday, September 18 th. Over the next two days the cab windows, horn, bell, markings,
decals and reflective tape were all removed. It was also discovered that the engine was covered in multiple layers
of paint dating back to when it was first delivered to the Central Railroad of New Jersey in October 1968 as CNJ
GP40P #3677. Without having access to sand blasting or a dedicated paint booth all these layers of paint had to be
removed by hand which consumed most of the first week.
Saturday, September 21st was the first long day of work. Shortly after sunrise the Hoboken team removed
all the cut levers, intake covers, radiator grills and front number boards. The cab and front number board windows
were masked over while the front and rear pilots also received attention as layers upon layers of heavy paint were
chipped away exposing some of 4109’s as-delivered colors. As the afternoon neared it was time to wash and
degrease the engine in preparation for more paint removal and body work. The engine was given a much-needed
hand and power washing.
Thursday, September 24th saw completion of most of the body sanding and grinding while other parts of
the engine had layers of body filler applied over rough spots. Over the next few days the first layers of primer
would be applied over parts of the body work, frame and trucks. On this day it was also decided that the current
number boards would be replaced with a set that would resemble those from the as-delivered CNJ #3677.
Dimensions were taken and sent off to Casey Thomason of Norfolk Southern who happily spent the next few days
making them.
Sunday, September 29th was spent applying masking to the radiator grills, marker lights, headlight
diffusers and other smaller details. The layers of cured body filler were sanded down and before the night was
over the locomotive was mostly covered in its first layer of primer. The body work was complete, save for some
final sanding, but it was time for the last two coats.
Monday, September 30th was a major step in the transformation of the 4109 from “NJT” to “CNJ.” It was
time to apply the final layer of primer before the final coat. That night and early into the hours of Tuesday, October
1st the team in Hoboken had been working around the clock to cover the engine in grey primer. They finished
around midnight after painting all day and took a two-hour break before they jumped back into action to spray the
Royal Blue. As the night dragged on the dull grey GP40 started to glow with color and by the time the sun came up
the job was done minus some detail work under the body. The rest of that Tuesday was spent as a rest day for the
team and a drying day for the engine. During that time Casey Thomason was making his was north from Georgia
with a very special delivery for Hoboken.
Wednesday, October 2nd was another long day for the guys in Hoboken as they had to put some final
touches on the paint, reapplied the horn, bell, lights, strobes, windows, hoses, MU and HEP receptacles and other
parts removed during the painting process. That night Casey arrived in Hoboken with two full set of boards for
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#4109. The engine was still missing any form of identification but shortly after Casey arrived the locomotive once
again wore its number. It wasn’t it’s as-delivered number, but it was one that certainly looked the part!
Thursday, October 3rd was another day to let the additional Royal Blue and Safety Yellow dry as the shop
was cleaned, and some minor details were addressed on the locomotive. By the end of the day the large blue
locomotive looked amazing but was still missing its signature “Lady Liberty” logo on the nose and “C N J” lettering
on the long hood.
Friday, October 4th was a big day for the 4109. Most of the work was complete and it wouldn’t be long
until the engine would get its first taste of fresh air in nearly two weeks. Before it left the Hoboken Engine House
the “Lady Liberty” logos were applied to the ends. Once done the bright blue GP40 was pulled out into the bright
afternoon sun where it served as a prop for some photos with the team that completed it before being delivered
to the MMC. It arrived on the MMC shortly around 2PM after a quick visit to the West End wye where it was
turned to face west.
At the MMC Engine House it was spotted on Track 8 next to its other two heritage sisters who were
getting some final details applied. Mechanical employees quickly tended to the 4109 and started to apply the
remaining decals. By 5PM the hood wore the large signature “C N J” letters and by 8PM the job was done.
Complete with its original “GP-40-P” designation on the cab. It was ready for its big day.
Saturday, October 5th was the MMC Family Day event. The 4109 was revealed to the employees and their
families along with the other two heritage locomotives dressed in the colors. Along side that equipment was a pair
of veteran NJ Transit locomotives provided by the URHS (NJDOT E8A #4253 and CNJ GP7 #1524). The engine was
well received by employees and visitors alike.
Towards the end of the end those who decided to stick around were treated to a surprise when Gen.
Supt. Eqpt. Charles Tomaszfski had the 4109 pulled out of the shop into the bright afternoon sun of a perfectly
clear October afternoon. With some careful positioning the 4109 was spotted along side its sister CNJ GP7 #1524
(an engine that 4109 provided service with during its time with the CNJ and the NJDOT). The two locomotives
provided a backdrop for a group photo taken with all of those who volunteered for the Family Day event and even
some who worked on making the three heritage locomotives a reality.
Watching this engine transform from “NJT” to “CNJ” over the course of two weeks was certainly one of
the more interesting things I can recall in my 14 years with the railroad. Some serious dedication and hard work
from a team of employees ensured its on-time completion. Even better than the paint job is that the engine is to
be mechanically restored and re-released into passenger service. I’m happy to say I documented as much of this
process as I could and was happy to participate by helping to arrange proper number boards. I also can claim credit
to painting the “F” on both side of the front of the engine with some of the last drops of Royal Blue paint that
remained from the job.
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Lionel Oddities
The Lionel Coin Bank
Sam Deo

In our past additions of Lionel oddities, we looked at mostly non train related items ranging from
wartime effort to fishing reels. This time we’re taking a look at a Lionel bank in the shape of a crossbuck.
So, this is train related, but still hits the oddity scale.
This is a “collectable” item, so not something a typical hobbyist would want, but it’s still an interesting
idea to get children involved with trains and saving money. The bank was made about 10 years ago and
is plastic with batteries controlling the sounds and lights. As a coin is dropped in the slot the lights come
on and a train whistle blasts. Honestly if I had this in the house, my boys would use it a lot just to hear it.
It wasn’t made by Lionel directly but licensed by Lionel. That makes it an official Lionel item, even if they
didn’t produce it directly.
The link below takes you to the commercial. I’ll admit it’s a little corny but still fun to watch.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_oFg8LlXyp8
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The bank itself stands 4’ tall, and for a child, that’s pretty impressive. My boys who are 7 and 8 are
slightly taller than that and still would get a kick out of it. Would it create an interest in the hobby, hard
to say but I think it can’t hurt?
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August 19, 2019 the 80th Anniversary of the Derailment of the
Blue Comet
By Anthony Puzzilla
Part 2

Engineer Thomas tugs on the throttle after getting a “highball” signal (a
signal to start a train that is given with the hand or with a lamp) from
Conductor Walsh. Thomas tests the airbrakes as normal safety rules dictate
and the train begins its journey along the Pennsylvania-Reading Seashore
Lines track, Fireman Cinque feeds coal into the large firebox of the Pacific
No. 820.
sJhSoxmZplX2

The 49 passengers on board for the trip begin making themselves
comfortable for the journey to Jersey City with the assistance of Train Porter
James C. McKennan. Dining car steward Lewis Herring begins seating a
few folks in the dining car as waiters Adams and Saunders begin taking take
their food and beverage orders.
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Blue Comet Dining Car Interior Emmons

At Winslow Junction (Milepost 104.0), 19.7 miles west of Chatsworth, at
5:08 PM EDT, the operator hoops up orders to the train crew advising them
to keep a sharp lookout for sand overlaying crossings due to heavy rains.
The orders also tell the engineer and conductor to expect additional orders at
Chatsworth. As the train accelerates away from Winslow Tower switching
from the Pennsylvania-Reading Seashore Lines tracks to the Jersey Central’s
Southern Division, the sun briefly breaks through the clouds and engineer
Thomas remarked “Perhaps the rain is over.”
Train-_1072_Winslow_Jct_NJ_2-23-54
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The train speeds through Atsion (Milepost 95.5) at about 50 MPH. when
Thomas pinched the brakes on as the train crossed several bridges before
resuming a speed of 40 to 45 MPH. The train is approximately 5.60 miles
west of the accident site. At Carranza (Milepost 89.7), the train enters an
intense cloudburst, quickly reducing visibility to a few feet despite a brightly
burning headlamp. At this point in time, the train is 2.60 miles west of the
point of the accident. Because of the heavy downpour, Engineer Thomas has
trouble seeing the front of his locomotive. He immediately slams the throttle
shut and operates the drifting valve as he leans out the cab window staining
to see the track ahead. He drops the speed of the train to just about 35 MPH
half of the maximum allowable speed of 70 MPH. The wayside and cab
signals both display clear track ahead and he finds no obstructions on the
tracks at the Pine Crest crossing. The train is now 1.15 miles west of the
point of the imminent accident.

Sij5d34e6g8C
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Meanwhile, John L. Etheridge, station agent and operator at Chatsworth,
hears the approach bell in the station, announcing that the Blue Comet has
entered his track block when it passed the Carranza Station. His model board
displays a red pilot light, indicating that a train now occupies the block and
that the signal controlling his block now displays red for “stop” behind the
train and for any opposing traffic. He prepared to hand up orders to the
Comet’s operating crew, but suddenly becomes aware that he can’t hear the
train actually approaching the station.
vrD5MfAWCwuE
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JL Atsion copy

Meanwhile, the train continues past Pine Crest, near Apple Pie Hill. The
train is now approximately 1.65 miles west of the station at Chatsworth and
traveling between 30 and 45 MPH. Suddenly, at 5:37 PM EDT,
approximately 152 feet east of Milepost 86, the engineer feels the train drop.
The surface rain water has over washed two 24-inch culverts and
undermined the sandy roadbed supporting the track. The engineer hears a
crash and then feels a violent jolt. Looking out from his cab, he realizes that
the engine and tender have become separated from the rest of the train.
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Chatsworth
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Impact
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WnuXjyNAE7Q0

Given its forward momentum and the sheer weight of the engine and tender,
they make it across the flooded but weakened track. However, the rear
tender truck wheels come off the tracks breaking the coupling with the
train’s consist. This occurrence limits the ability of the engineer to brake the
train quickly since he is not afforded the use of any operational tender brakes
to reduce his speed. The detached engine and tender continue for about
3,300 feet down the track before stopping. However, in its wake, the engine
and tender spread apart about 500 feet of track. As a result of this, the train’s
entire consist derails and ends up in various angles along both sides of the
track with some of the cars actually leaning towards the surrounding water.
The combine-smoker Halley and the coach D’Arrest remain coupled.
However, the rest of the cars are separated. The rear end of the Biela stops
120 feet east of the initial point of derailment a bit distant from the other
four cars.
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From left to right: Winnecke, D’Arrest and Halley
129

From left to right: D’Arrest, Winnecke, Giacobini and Biela in the distance

BC Wreck02
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From left to right: Winnecke, D’Arrest and Halley

Blue Comet Wreck V

From the windows of the D’Arrest, anxiously waiting passengers are seen
apparently yelling for help fearing that their coach is going to topple over
and fall over into the surrounding water. Fortunately, none of the cars did.

Blue Comet D'Arrest at Wreck

Initially, news media like The Philadelphia Inquirer erroneously reports that
at least 100 passengers were either killed or injured in the crash prompting
the New Jersey State Police to dispatch a number of ambulances from the
northern portion of the state towards the crash site. However, because all the
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roads around the crash site are flooded, these ambulances must remain in
Chatsworth. The headline, in a later edition of the newspaper, went to the
other end of the spectrum, understating the actual number of passengers
injured.

thephiladelphiainquirer 8 20 1939

On Sunday, August 20, 1939, accounts of the accident are reported in
newspapers all over the entire country.

Tune in for the final installment of this historical article.
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Abandoned in METCA
Ok, this one might be a little challenging, can you guess where it is?

